PANAGGIO DESIGNS POLICY LETTER
I make custom posing suits. It is required that we meet in person to design your suit. Custom
work needs to be done “hands on”. The cut of a suit is important and cannot be determined
through correspondence on a computer. When you make an appointment with me, you will try
on suits of different sizes and cuts to determine what flatters your body most. Once we decide
which size and cut are best for you, then we can look at fabric selection, crystal patterns, and
rhinestone connectors. Everything is here so you can see exactly what color and style you like
best!
A 50 percent down payment is due when you place your order, and I will estimate your return
date for final fitting. When you return I will adjust your straps (for figure suits) while you wait
and you will be able to take your suit home that day. When making costumes or theme wear an
additional fitting is usually required, but not always. Be aware that when coming for your first
fitting you should be close to your competition weight. Any alterations needed, once the suit is
together, will require an alteration fee. This fee will be determined based on amount of work
required. All suits are made with a “pocket” in the tops for padding. I do have a few types of
padding for sale for your convenience. You can see them and try them with your suit before
purchasing. If you would like the final product shipped, you will be responsible for shipping
fees. Once I begin work on your suit, the deposit is non-refundable.
I am located in Southern New England and have made suits for many girls in NY, CT, RI, NH
and MA. E-mail me at carla@panaggiodesigns.com with any further questions or to set up an
appointment.
I look forward to working with you!
Thanks, Carla

